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And even in India, this change is happening, companies have to reinvent themselves otherwise they will soon
become redundant. In fact, I too feel optional marks are a game changer and there is huge variance in marks.
Describe the formal-dress worn by you in interview. I watched these movies, browsed through my evernotes
once, met two friends whose interview got over. The panel were very cool and friendly compared to my mock
interviews. It is not that all jobs will go, only their nature and quality will differ, and we should prepare our
country for it. I also told how Motorla regained its space after being acquired by Google, when it stormed back
into market with Moto G especially in India. Peer review may take the form of citations, suggested edit
reviews, explicit voting, or a combination of all three. Before the interview Q1. The usual gyaan is to choose
the optional which excites you, which you love etc etc. We have so many problems in our country â€”
societal, health, education. FAQ How will reputation work? Some feel outside funding scuttles innovation..
We're anticipating the typical good Request will be smaller than the typical good Question. Even in
manufacturing before so many wud produce some quantity, now very less human power needed? M1 â€”but
phc is also for set of villages. Howeve in a working environment, there is very little handholding, we need to
learn on the job on our own, with requirements that change very fast, so internship prepares us for this sort of
learning on the go, by ourselves, and putting into action, rather than any one technology in particular.
However I feel, mock interviews are only to give you a feel of the interview, and one should not take them too
seriously or too lightly. Things like c , r , or ios so we can test our system out against the real things that lots of
developers are using in the private beta. Technical writers are hired by companies in technology,
biotechnology, environmental services and engineering, consulting and staffing, medical products and
services, and government departments and agencies. Have u heard of crowd funding.? I consider myself lucky
in fact because pub ad has scored decently this mains, and I had pretty decent score , which has ensured my
name in rank list. Analyzing current affairs from public administration point of view is very important. You
just need to be able to navigate and understand typical science texts. My friend part of our study group made
several sticky nots on Pub Ad which we revised multiple times and helped us to remember things.


